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Preface
Dear reader! You hold in your hands an unusual book. This a collection of mahjong
mysteries (Mahjong Competition Rules, MCR) depicting the characters of the famous series
of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle about Sherlock Holmes: Mr. Holmes himself, his companion, Dr.
Watson, the landlady of the apartment at Baker Street Mrs. Hudson, and Scotland Yard
detective Inspector Lestrade. In descriptions of game meetings at the tournaments we will
also see Prof. Moriarty, Sebastian Moran and others. The author hopes that the reader will
forgive some chronological anomalies, such as, for example, the lack of competition
mahjong in the Victorian era.

Word from the author
The idea of writing mahjong learning materials in a form of puzzles in the context of fictional
stories comes from contract bridge. There are plenty of examples. The best known of these
is Victor Mollo’s “Bridge in the Menagerie” (1965). The first Sherlock Holmes mahjong
mystery was written in Russian in 2009. Since that time almost sixty mysteries have been
written. Fifty mysteries have been translated into English and these appeared in “Mahjong
News”, first in the form of mysteries in 2011. Later on, in 2013 it was decided to run the first
ever – in Europe and probably in the world – full-fledged Mahjong Mysteries Contests with
real prizes for the best mystery solvers.

Sherlock Holmes Mahjong Mysteries Contests
During years 2013-2017 The Independent Internet Mahjong newspaper “Mahjong News”
(http://www.mahjongnews.com/) had the opportunity to host a unique competition – a
mahjong solving contest. This was not a straightforward multiple-choice test or another kind
of structured test with correct and incorrect answers to choose from. On the contrary,
readers – yes there were not “solvers” but “readers” had to make their decisions after
reading miniatures or larger fictional stories depicting Mr. Sherlock Holmes and company
playing the wonderful game of mahjong. Sherlock Holmes mahjong mysteries were created
by Vitaly Novikov, the Russian mahjong researcher and enthusiast, the author of the first
mahjong book published in Russia “Handbook on Mahjong Competition Rules”.
Table. Sherlock Holmes Mahjong Mysteries Contests.
Season

Contest

Period

Mysteries

1

2011 Mar-Jun

12

2

2012 Mar-Jun

8

Contestants

Winner

3

#1

2013 Jan-Apr

8

14

Sylvain Malbec, FRA

4

#2

2015 Feb-Apr

10

28

Cyrille Rak, FRA

5

#3

2017 Feb-Apr

10

27

Nicole Haasbroek, NED

Interview with winner of Contest #1 Sylvain Malbec
Sylvain Malbec from France is the winner of the
very first Mahjong Mysteries Contest. Here is an
abstract from an interview with Sylvain.
“It was good to be confronted with remarkable
mahjong situations,” says Sylvain Malbec, winner of
Mahjong News’s Sherlock Holmes Mahjong Mystery
competition. “It was a very interesting contest.”
French riichi mahjong player Sylvain Malbec scored
25 points in the contest. His major opponents, Scott
Miller from the USA and Quentin Porcherot from
France, scored just one point less. The contest is
now closed.
The last mystery, ‘32nd of December’ was the most
difficult, according to Sylvain. “The fourth question
was really tough. It took me quite some time to find
the solution.”
One thing was a shame related Sylvain.
“Sometimes, the problems were hard to understand.
They would be better if someone who has a really good knowledge of the English language,
would edit them before they were published.”
Sylvain sends congratulations to the other finalists. “The score is really tight!” He also thanks
author Vitaly Novikov, for having designed the problems.

Interview with winner of Contest #2 Cyrille Rak
The winner of the second Sherlock Mahjong
Mysteries Contest is French mahjong player Cyrille
Rak, president of the club "Fleur d'Orchidée".
This winner of the contest was selected out of four
players who all had acquired full scores, by using an
additional criterion – "timestamp" -- the exact time of
sending in the full solution. Cyrille's timestamp was
ahead of the runner-up by several hours. Being first
for the last mystery was not a matter of luck,
though, admits the author and administrator of the
contest, Vitaly Novikov.
"Cyrille was the fastest mystery solver in the
majority of cases, six out of ten to be exact, and in
two more he was the second. Thus it is fair that the
final prize went to him."

We asked Cyrille to make comments on how he participated in the contest, what did he like
about it, and what was difficult to solve. Here is Cyrille's reply.
"During this contest, I had to face new situations about mahjong and I had to think about
mahjong in a different way. When reading a new mystery, my first reaction was often "It's not
possible!", then "Let's analyze this logically." and then finally "That's elementary, my dear
Vitaly."
I have appreciated the variety of the different mysteries, with a preference for those related
to gameplay (even if these were extreme situations that we'll probably never face in a real
game).
Some mysteries took me just a few minutes to solve ("Invertebrates", for example). I had to
search much longer for others (#5, 7,10).
Maybe it could be interesting to find something other than the timestamp for tied scores. For
example, in mystery #10, one extra point could have been awarded for the longest chain.
Best regards
Cyrille"

Interview with winner of Contest #3 Nicole Haasbroek
The winner of the third Sherlock Mahjong Mysteries
Contest was Nicole Haasbroek, from the
Netherlands, who recently joined the Mahjong News
staff.
"As for the future of SHM... I know it's premature,
but I'm looking forward to season 6. And it comes as
no surprise I would love to see the riichi counterpart
of the SHM."
The winner of the contest was selected out of seven
players who all had acquired full scores by using the
additional criterium – "timestamp". This is the exact
time of sending in the full solution. It took Nicole
only 9 minutes to send in the full-score answer for
the last mystery. Mahjong News interviewed the
contest winner.
How long have you played mahjong?
“I've been playing mahjong for a little over five
years. After watching a demonstration of MCR in my
local library, I joined an MCR club at the beginning of 2012. By the end of 2013, I discovered
riichi.”

What are your favorite styles to play?
“At the moment my favorite ruleset is riichi, but I also like playing MCR. As a matter of fact,
the SHM contest gave me a push to enroll in a Dutch MCR tournament after being absent in
the Dutch MCR scene for quite some time.”
Where do you prefer to play: online, offline, at the tournaments, with friends etc.?
“I love to participate in (riichi) tournaments because the stakes are higher than during social
play. Preferably in real life, because I'm always curious about the emotions players can
display during the game (these could be real, or fake).”
How do you like Sherlock mahjong mysteries?
“So far I've enjoyed the SHM very much, even though I thought some riddles might be a bit
too easy.”
What problems did you encounter specifically while participating in the current contest?
“Like last season it forced me to re-examine the MCR ruleset in detail and search for
'loopholes'. Which actions are technically still allowed within the 'framework' of MCR, even if
the situation is one that might never occur in real life? On the other hand, I came to the
realization I have more of an 'riichi mindset' than a 'MCR mindset' at the moment. For
instance the riddle "Trap for a Dragon" was too difficult to solve at first because the
restriction in riichi for a Seven Pairs hand stopped me in my tracks (no two identical pairs).
Again with the devaluation of Holmes' hand in "Final Session Duel". This action isn't allowed
in riichi, so I had to switch gears.”
Your wish/will for contestants, current or future.
“As for the future of SHM... I know it's premature, but I'm looking forward to season 6! And it
comes as no surprise I would love to see the riichi counterpart of the SHM. As a matter of
fact, on the 8th of April I wrote a little riddle on my personal FB page as a test case, but so
far it hasn't been picked up by any readers.”

How to read this book
Since the book is a collection of mysteries to solve, and not just stories, the reader is first
advised to get acquainted with Mahjong Competition Rules in the “Green Book” (For the
English text see http://www.mindmahjong.com/adobe/MCR201408e.pdf). The most cited
place in "Rules" is a complete list of fans. The second important component will be gaining
the necessary gaming experience.
To get answers to many of the mysteries of this book, a deeper study of the "Rules" is
needed. The author suggests that the reader will find the MCR textbook "Handbook on
Mahjong Competition Rules. Book One" most helpful. Both books complement each other. It

is possible to test the material of the textbook in "combat" situations by the solving the
mysteries. Vice versa, the difficulties of solving mysteries will inevitably turn the reader to
repeated review of the textbook material on a given topic.

How this book is arranged
Forty-seven mahjong problems are presented in the main part of the book. These are
divided into eight thematic groups and placed in separate chapters. The chronology of
events was sacrificed to allow for classification by thematic groups for the convenience. The
level of complexity of tasks can vary even within the same group. Each task is usually
presented in a sequence: mystery → hint → solution.
The numbering of the articles of the "Green Book" is given according to the English text (see
the link above).
The list of terms used in the book ("Glossary") is presented in the Appendix.
The complete list of Mahjong Competition Rules (MCR) fans is placed in the Appendix. The
name of the fan in the text will usually be quoted, for example, "All Pungs". In places where
the fan number is important, the name may look like "fan # 49 “All Pungs". In the instance of
a massive enumeration of fans, the name without quotes can be used.
Conventional “Flowers” will be replaced for thematic images:

.
Tiles taken from discards by other players will be depicted rotated, for example:

.

Concealed Kong in the solutions will be shown with the indication of the tile pattern, for
example:

.

About handbook
Vitaly Novikov
"Handbook on Mahjong Competition Rules. Book One.
Beginner's Guide", PDF; 130+ A4 pages.
Language: English.
Version 0.4.4 dated 16.12.2016.
The first part of the "Handbook" will help you to learn
how to play MCR mahjong and to progress from a
beginner to a player participating in tournaments. The
book has three chapters, fourteen lessons, more than
twenty tables and drawings. The material of the book
contains practical tasks, tests, and problems. In the
"Appendices" additional materials are given.
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Characters
Sherlock Holmes – a private detective known for his proficiency with
observation and logical reasoning.

Doctor Watson

– Sherlock Holmes's friend and companion, a typical
Victorian-era gentleman.

Mrs. Hudson – the landlady of Sherlock Holmes.

Inspector Lestrade – Scotland Yard detective, police chief.

Professor Moriarty – criminal mastermind.
Colonel Moran –
skilled shot.

recruited by Moriarty, devoted sportsman and highly

万筒条)

Wan Dongtiao (

– clerk of the Chinese embassy, an

experienced mahjong player.

Other players

221B Baker Street – Sherlock Holmes’s residence.
book most often takes place here.

The action of the

